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About This Game

Bowl or Beware!

From the depths of the graveyard…a gruesome gang in search of brains! When Zombies show up at the town’s lanes, it’s up to
you to put ‘em back in the ground!

The Zombies have taken over your favorite lanes, and it’s up to you to send ‘em back to the graveyard where they belong! Select
a colorful character to take on the attacking Zombies with your favorite ball and a few tricks and treats. Give a whole new

meaning to Zombie strike when you set ‘em up and take ‘em down with cool power ups and tricky obstacles.

Six screamy lanes to battle your way through to the big Showdown!
10 terrifying balls and 1 Zombie head to choose from
Crafty tricks to throw those Zombies for a loop: Werewolves, MiniCorpses, Buzz Saw and Dance Fever
Delectable treats to help you knock ‘em dead: ZombieNator, Meatball, ZomBees and Brain Balls
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Zombies advance if you miss them the first time, so get your aim on!
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Finished the game in 2 hours so I will not be writing a full review.
The graphics are fine, you can choose from 3 options- Low, Medium, High.
It's a bowling game... + Zombies + Powerups + Smooth gameplay = This game.
The A.I. Of the game is pretty easy, beat the story mode with loosing 1 or 2 times.
I suggest picking this game up when it's on sale. Fun short time waster.. Zombie Bowl-o-Rama is nothing special, but might pass
some idle time while you're on a long conference call. It feels very much like a well-crafted mobile game. The game consists of
you bowling down a lane full of zombies, overcoming obstacles and traps like water on the bowling lane and deploying tricks
that you earn to improve your game. The controls are okay, but odd. You use the mouse to adjust the power behind your roll and
then once the ball is out of your hands, you directly control its movement with the mouse -- moving left to right.

It's an idle-time amusement and little more. Not worth the price, but not a broken or terrible game. If you're into this kind of
thing, I'd wait until it hit a buck or two before buying. That's about the price of a decent iPad game and that's about what this is..
Fun little game. Rather than just a normal bowling game it throws in different items to help you or hinder your apponent, a bit
like how mariokart has items.
. Gotta admit this game is hilarious fun.
Frustrating sometimes, but most of the time it is a good time that is very enjoyable.
Surprised there are no 'real bowling games' on steam though.
Found this game cuz nothing else out there in the bowling genre. Odd.

One last thing - even though this game is Zombie Bowling, it is fun year-round.
But during October (Halloween), it is special fun.
. Fun time killing game.. Not worth spending 10 dollars on
You get pretty much 2 hours of content
I got this game for 99 cents when the game first released
The developers are out of thar ever-loving minds charging this much. Do you like zombies? Yes?..Good!
Do you like bowling too? Yes? ..Ok!
And do you like little funny games? Yes?..
Then, Here we go and have fun with * Zombie Bowl-o-Rama! * :-)
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Not worth it. The campaign only takes 45 minutes to complete. All you do is bowl against an ai zombie opponete for half a
dozen games. Your unseen zombie opponet doesn't scale. They're just as hard or easy to beat in the first game as they are in the
last. Unless you want to play another six games in a row there's no reason to play it again after that. The powerups add a fun
element to the game (either helping you or screwing over your opponet). But there's no online multiplayer. Shared computer or
pc opponetes only.. Very simple, but super fun. Brain!!!!. Hilarious game for timekilling with anyone. not worth the 9.99$
they're asking, but i got it on sale for about a buck and it was totally worth it. not a serious/realistic bowling game obviously,
with the power ups that help you or hurt the opponent and ov course zombies from space...
i did get a few good hours out of it, and that's about all i'm asking for from a 1 dollar game.. Nice funny game for bowling fans,
but don't expect too much.
Good one to buy on sale and spend several funny hours.
Pro:
- fun and very nice looking graphic, animations and sounds.
- Casual and not boring game-play with tricks and treats.
Contra:
- Bowling duels and nothing more \u2013 don't expect anything else, like plot, missions and such.
- You can play with another person only in hot-seat mode \u2013 no local network or on-line competitions
- No settings for game-play customization
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